`
A VISION
FOR

HEBDEN BRIDGE

Our Vision
“Our vision is to create a safe, strong,
sustainable and attractive neighbourhood for
local communities, with the special attention to
the most vulnerable as young, elderly and
disadvantaged people, and for the visitors to
share with the outstanding beauty and history
of the town”.
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Foreword
A Vision for Hebden Bridge is a carefully planning and formulated
document, complied through thoughtful collaboration with the proud
and environmentally aware community.
This vision presents several new ambitious but realistic projects,
aimed to improve the lives of the people of Hebden Bridge and
attract others, wanting to experience the different way of life this
extraordinary community offers, not least in their "upstairsdownstairs“ houses, built in the steep hillsides.
Hebden Bridge enjoys a national reputation as a liberal, artistic and
creative community with a cosmopolitan atmosphere more akin to
larger towns.
Numerous attractions and events throughout the year include a
classic car rally, boating festival, sculpture trail, the Pace Egg plays,
an annual duck race, the World Dock Pudding Championships and
the Riverside Festival. Hebden Bridge also has an extensive
history, this year celebrating its 500th year of the beloved bridge
over the River Hebden.
It is typical of the people of Hebden Bridge to really go to town with
their celebrations; Hebden Bridge do everything heart and soul.
The town is officially the funkiest town in Europe, the best town in
Britain for independent shops and declared the 4th quirkiest place
in the world by highlife (the British Airways flight magazine) in April
2005 being described as "modern and stylish in an unconventional
and stylish way". It is also home to the Alternative Energy Centre.
With careful planning and community consultation Hebden Bridge
can only get more successful and more sustainable. It is hoped
that this vision will go some way to fullfiling Hebden Bridge’s true
potential.

Introduction
The people of Hebden Bridge would accept nothing less than sustainable,
attractive, purposeful changes in their town. This document aims to fullfill the
people’s wishes and needs in a way that compliments the already highly
individual personality of Hebden Bridge.
The Purpose of the Document
The aim of this strategy is to provide a vision to guide the future development
of Hebden Bridge’s public spaces and facilities. The ideas and plans set out in
this document are those of the local community. The plans and ideas in this
vision are representative of the community of Hebden bridge, Hebden Rode
Town Council and Calderdale Council
The People of Hebden Bridge
A 2004 profile of the Calder Valley ward, covering Hebden Bridge, Old Town,
and part of Todmorden, estimated the population at 11,549. The population of
the town itself is approximately 4,500.
The average person in Hebden bridge will have a high income, a keen
knowledge in current affairs, have a mortgage and be educated to degree
level.
Hebden Bridge has an unusual and diverse community, for years the town has
attracted artists, and has developed a small New Age community. As of 2004
Hebden Bridge had the highest number of lesbians per head in the UK, the
town offering a place of mutual support to raise children .

Location
Hebden Bridge Town
Hebden Bridge is a market town within the Metropolitan Borough of
Calderdale, in West Yorkshire, England. It forms part of the Upper
Calder Valley and lies eight miles (13 km) west of Halifax and fourteen
miles (21 km) north east of Rochdale, at the confluence of the River
Calder and the River Hebden.
Transport Links
The A646 runs from Halifax in the East to Burnley in the West and
connects to the M62 and M65.
The Caldervale Rail Line run from Manchester Victoria to Leeds
Railway Station as well as trains to neighbouring Todmorden. The
people of Hebden Bridge are very proud of their historic station which
is painted in the original Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway colours,
decorated with hanging baskets, original signage and luggage trolleys.
There is a comprehensive and frequent bus service to many local
towns and villages including Halifax.
The Rochdale canal runs from Rochdale, Manchester to Sowerby
Bridge, West Yorkshire. In its height it transported 700,00 tonnes of
goods a year but now it is used for leisure boating.

History
Hebden Bridge started as a settlement where the Halifax to Burnley packhorse route dropped
down into the valley. Hebden Bridge town grew as a river crossing over the river Hebden on the
route beween Haifax and Burnly. Pack horses laden with cloth, salt and food used this route.
First a wooden bridge was built, then the stone one in 1510. The town’s name comes from ‘hep
dene’ or ‘rose valley’.
Hebden Bridge was put on the map in 1643 when an important battle in the Civil War took place
over the very bridge from which the town derives its name. Until the early 19th century the
community was based at Heptonstall, high on the hillside, a community consisting of farmers
and handloom weavers. Hebden Bridge consisted of the bridge over the Hebden Water and the
White Lion Hotel.
The centre of activity came down into the valley during the Industrial Revolution. The river was
harnessed to power the cotton mills of the Calder and its tributaries. Hebden Bridge was ideal
for water powered weaving mills due to the steep wet hills and easy access to major wool
markets meant that the town was able to develop during the 19th and 20th centuries. The
success of the trade meant that at one time Hebden Bridge was known as "Trouser Town".
which runs through the valley. Prior to the drainage of the marshland and construction of the
road, travel was only possible via the ancient packhorse route which ran along the hilltop. The
wool trade also brought the Rochdale Canal (running from Sowerby Bridge to Manchester) and
the Manchester and Leeds Railway. The town underwent a population explosion, with nearly all
of what makes up today's central Hebden Bridge being built in the 1880s and 1890s.
In more recent times Hebden Bridge has grewn to include a cinema and substantial offices for
Hebden Bridge Urban District Council. Hebden Bridge also had its own cooperative society.
However, during the 1960s, it was defrauded and went bankrupt. The Co-op returned in the
1980s with a supermarket on Market Street on the site of an old mill.
During the 1970s and 1980s the town saw an influx of artists, writers, photographers, musicians,
alternative practitioners, teachers, green and New Age activists and more recently, wealthier
'yuppie' types. This in turn saw a boom in tourism to the area. During the 1990s Hebden Bridge
became a dormitory town due to its proximity to major towns and cities in West Yorkshire,
Greater Manchester and Lancashire.

Policy context
Yorkshire and Humber Plan
The Yorkshire and Humber Plan is designed to provide a broad and long development strategy for the region. Section 3 sets out the
policies for the Leeds City Region which was recognised as the most significant “economic driver of the Region’s economy” (YHP,
2007, p.39). Yorkshire Pennines, with their river and valleys was described as having a large influence on the historical pattern of
settlements, economy and transport. The document recognises the extensive levels of rural deprivation and flood risk in urban parts of
the area. Therefore it is also located at the edge of the Plan’s Regeneration Priority Areas and is part of the region’s Environmental
Assets (YHP, 2007).
Leeds City Region
Progress in the Leeds City Region issued in March 2010 refers to Calderdale as an attractive borough, nestling in the Pennine hills and
valleys of the Leeds city region. It has a population of over 200.000 people spread over 364 kilometres of square land. The economic
performance of the Calderdale District is considered as adequate with 20% of all employment concentrated round manufacturing and
about 12% attributed to financial services.
The Leeds City Region Housing & Regeneration Strategy & Investment Framework introduced five priority aims for the city region. One
of them, Priority Aim 1, is to “accelerate the delivery of sustainable communities, housing growth and the move towards a low carbon
economy” (LCR HR, 2009.). Furthermore the focus of the LCR activity in the area is focused on strategic growth, eco-settlements,
delivering urban renewal and accelerating the rural economic renaissance.
Calderdale Unitary Development Plan
The Unitary Development Plan, in the absence of an adopted Core Strategy, remains as the main spatial plan for the area. The
priorities of the plan are based around Community Strategy (2006) priorities which represent: inter alia, support for employment
generating development, promotion of tourism, enhancement and provision of leisure opportunities and facilities, promotion of
community safety, promotion of public transport and diversification of housing supply with extra emphasis on affordable housing. Our
vision for Hebden Bridge fits within all the above concerns.
Emerging Calderdale Core Strategy
The Calderdale Core Strategy Issues and Options stage (2008) draws the key issues in the area. It is concerned with economic growth
and environmental protection of the urban and rural terrains. It is also dedicated to creation of safe, strong and healthy communities
with special attention for elderly and young people.
The development on the brownfield has priority according to Core Strategy although the spatial options mention the possibility of
incursion into the green belt around Hebden Bridge in the next 10 to 15 years if the development pattern will remain as it is currently
(with the current 7% growth it will require approximately 10ha of greenbelt land).

Community Engagement
Generally speaking, when planners and communities come together to participate in forming a plan for an area, expectations from both
sides can be extremely high and also conflicting and the planner is often seen as the authoritarian expert who has complete control over
all decisions. However, the Vision for Hebden Bridge recognises the fact that the community itself is full of ordinary people who have
much valuable knowledge, energy and expertise and the Vision entails a real shift in authority and control over the decision making
process.
Although at times, there were considerable differences between the perspectives of the ordinary citizen and the policy professional, for
the Vision to actually be successful it was necessary for us, the so-called experts to accept the legitimacy of the public voice and allow
ordinary citizens to join in and become directly involved in the dialogue on the various key issues that were going to affected them.
By and large, communities are not homogeneous entities waiting to participate and deciding on which methods of public consultation
and which participation techniques to use can be quite problematic. Every community is unique with vastly different expectations (none
more so than the community in Hebden Bridge) and as such the Vision has essentially been derived from a democratic, collective,
public participatory process which acknowledges this diversity and proposes specific planning strategies that best suit the local
conditions and needs and also addresses and identifies problems that are most important to the people.
The most effective methods used for helping the people to get involved in the actual physical planning and design of the Vision for
Hebden Bridge included a combination of various action planning events, briefing workshops, community planning forums, design
workshops, planning aid schemes and urban design studios (to name but a few).
Local people were an integral part of the process of developing the Vision for Hebden Bridge from start to finish and community
participation was considered a vital component that was able to respond to challenging circumstances and opportunities as they arose.
The community in Hebden Bridge essentially has a confidence and sense of strength in its own identity that enables it to identify and
clarify what things are most important to them, and what they would like to change. Although it is often the case where community
participation is dominated by a small group of insiders, not really representative of the true community at all, the Vision for Hebden
Bridge immediately set about forming a well chosen group of people to provide input into the policy making process, representative of
the wider population (with care taken to ensure certain groups were not excluded). And while it would be unrealistic to think that all
sections of the community would be completely satisfied by all of the plans, ideas and concepts put forward in the Vision for Hebden
Bridge, every effort has been made to ensure that people not only had the opportunity to put forward their own arguments and ideas,
but also that their voice heard and their opinions and ideas taken into account.

Sustainable Transport
The Sustainable Transport policy is proposed to encourage environmentally friendly solutions to transport
problems for inhabitants and visitors of Hebden Bridge.
The policies address the key issues of the area:
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The proposed actions include:
Actions
Development of two-storey
underground car-parking on the site
adjacent to the rail station

Reasons
Filling the increasing demand for parking
spaces. Development of a supermarket and a
new leisure facilities will require extra parking
spaces for their customers.

Delivery Partners
Developers, Calderdale
Council

The widening of the Station Road and Secure access to the public car park, rail
two access bridges
station, supermarket and other facilities.

Highways Agency,
Calderdale Council

Introduction of incentives for people
to use public transport – subsidised
rail cards or discounts on tickets

Metro, Northern Rail
and the Leeds City
Region Partnership,
Calderdale Council

The high prices of the train tickets are one of
the reasons people prefer to travel by car.
Incentives need to be introduced to make use
of public transport attractive and practical.

Two-Storey Underground Car Park
We are proposing the development of underground car park which will replace the existing car parking. It is planned to consist of
two hundred car spaces and to be open 24 hours 7 days a week in order to serve local communities during the week as well as
visiting tourists at the weekends.
The choice of the location is problematic because of the brownfield site’s shortage in Hebden Bridge. Although the location next
to train station seems to be appropriate for a number of reasons. Firstly, the closeness of the train station will allow to serve the
commuters. This may increase the number of commuters getting to work by public transport rather then private car. Secondly,
the car park will be placed in proximity to the proposed developments of supermarket and leisure centre. This will allow their
customers to make use of the car parking spaces.

Access
Our vision proposes the new facilities of Supermarket, Two-Storey Underground Car Parking and Young People’s Centre on the
brownfield sites laying between the Station Road and the Calder Holmes Park with the canal and the river Hebden to the north
and south respectively. The Station Road links the site with the trains station, new facilities and the town.
The part of our Sustainable Transport Policy is to widen the Station Road to allow un unconstrained traffic for the vehicles getting
into and from the train station and new developments. Similarly the two bridges stretching over the canal and the river will be
strengthen and widen.
The appropriate pedestrian routes will be developed on the both sides of the Station road to provide safe and convenient way of
getting to the new facilities and rail station.
These project, similarly to the others will have in mind the visual side of the redevelopment. This is why the pedestrian paths will
have the especially designed barriers, sits and street lighting.

Hebden Bridge Rail Card Scheme
The price of the public transport is one of the reasons why people choose to use their private car instead of the train
as a means of transport to work or school. This is why the new scheme will be introduced to encourage regular
commuters to use the rail instead of their cars. In cooperation with Metro the 10% subsidy will be available when
purchasing the monthly rail card on destinations to Leeds, Manchester and many others.

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Annually

Price of the Metro Card

£31

£114

£335

£1,170

Hebden Bridge Rail Card
Scheme

£27.9

£ 102.6

£301.5

£1053

Hebden Bridge Supermarket Policy
We are proposing a supermarket on the outskirts of Hebden Bridge
as, currently , there is no large supermarket in area, and only a coop in the centre which is judged to be too small and does not carry
the large range, low cost everyday necessities people need. Locals
needing everyday goods travel to the Asda or Tesco in Halifax or
Morrisons in Todmorden.
There is a Co-op at Market Square, however this is an unpopular
amenity amongst the locals due to it being expensive and a low
level of customer service.
As with everything in this vision, a supermarket must incorporate
local identity. New age heritage, rural setting and the historical
industry should be a consideration for the project.
Local Opinion

“I don't think Hebden Bridge really needs more houses, I have lived here all my life and would struggle with my family to buy a new-build on a site like that, as
I'm sure most people born and bred in Hebden would. Why not sell to a supermarket chain? Asda, Morrrisons, Tesco’s? There could even be a petrol station
with it. How much easier would it make life on a Saturday morning !!”- Joel B – Resident Dec 2009
“Maybe not a Tesco / Morrisons / Asda, but a smaller store. As you will see if you delve back into the Hebweb archives, I suggested that Booths would be an
ideal fit into Hebden Bridge. It's a family owned chain of maybe 10-12 stores, centred on Preston. It has a reputation for sourcing locally wherever possible,
and has a superb range of products.” - Andrew Hall, Local Resident, Dec 09
“I have lived here all my life (31 years) and would gladly welcome a large supermarket chain to set up shop in the town. The current supermarkets are extremely
expensive, the nearest large supermarkets being a cars drive away, It would be so much easier if we had a Sainsbury's, Ada etc somewhere in the town. Even if
they bought the co-op supermarket in Market Street!”

What is a Sustainable Supermarket?
R

Selective use of building materials – choosing sustainable options,
considering carbon and water content and dismantling and recycling
options

R

Heating and air-conditioning design to reduce heat loss in winter and
ventilation in summer

R

Managing energy and water with metering systems that provide real-time
data; collecting rainwater and auditing the use of electrical appliances

R

Generating in-store electricity – through renewable power generation

R

Built from timber sourced from specially grown renewable forests

R

Implementing refrigeration technology, such as low emission gases, is
less damaging than traditional fridge gases to the surrounding
environment

Sustainable Supermarket
Tesco has introduced plans for a sustainably run supermarket.
As part of the new plan, Tesco said it will build a store made entirely from recyclable materials and will also be able to generate
energy.
The Tesco in the Community strategy also includes cutting stores' energy usage and reducing deliveries to the chain's Express
convenience stores, to help cut congestion. Shops will get a facelift to help them blend in better with their local setting.
The supermarket giant also plans to improve the way it consults with local communities before building new stores.
The sustainable model introduced by Tesco could be a viable solution to the issue of local identity.
A store built from locally sourced renewable and recycled materials could appease the locals

Revitalisation the Calder Holmes Park
The public open space which is located to the left of Station Road creates a tear drop shaped island separated with the
’s play area, tennis courts, Skate Park and the large empty space
canal and the river Hebden. It consists of the children’
which is used for the different types of events eg vintage cars exhibitions. This area seems to be underused and run
down.
Our Vison proposes a redevelopment of this area to create a community space for use of the local residents as well as
visitors.
First phase will include: creating the boulevard-type foot paths connecting Station Road with the newly developed park,
along the river to the south, and along the canal to the north, leading to the two footbridges stretching over the canal.
The paths will have street lighting to make people feel safe when strolling after the sunset. They will also include a
number of benches for people to sit on and enjoy the atmosphere. The style of the features will be onsistent with those
created on Station Road.
Second phase of this project will focus on the land further to the left. The tennis courts and skate park will be removed
as the similar facilities will be provided in the Young People’’s Centre near the train station. The coffee shop with the
outdoor and indoor seats will be introduced for the customers to use when relaxing in the park, waiting for the train or
resting tired feet after shopping in the newly open supermarket.
This phase will also include a water feature at the heart of the Calder Holmes Park. We also understand how important
it is to involve the local community in redevelopment of their neighbourhood. This is why we will introduce a
competition in the local schools. Children will be asked to design their perfect water feature. Their ideas will be
presented to the residents of Hebden Bridge who will be able to vote for their favourite design. The winning proposition
will be pride of place in the park.
Finally, during the third phase, the existing children’’s play area will be updated and designed to be more child friendly
and safe.
The new Calder Holmes Park will also include: public toilets, litter bins and signs to direct the visitors.

Young People’
’s centre

Facilities

Young People’
’s Centre
Apart from the skate park there are no facilities aimed exclusively aimed at young people (there are other gyms in Hebden Bridge but
these are privately owned and age restrictions do apply), especially in the 12 - 19 age bracket in Hebden Bridge. In an effort to cut
down on the high number of vehicle and drug related crime (a rise of 70% in Feb 2010 compared to Feb 2009) in the area other
activates should be offered to young people.
Action

Reasons

Delivery Partners

Young People’s Centre

To provide a central, focused facility for keeping fit,
social activities and combat youth anti-social
behaviour.

Hebden Bridge Community Association (HBCA)
Hebden Royd Town Council (HRTC)
Calderdale Council (CC)

Music Venue

To provide a live music venue to inspire local talent.
Attract audiences from nearby towns.

HBCA, HRTC, CC
Calder High School

Swimming Pool

A facility to encourage the people of Hebden Bridge
to keep fit. (not exclusively for 12-20 age range)

HBCA, HRTC, CC
Calder High School

Climbing Wall

A facility to encourage the people of Hebden Bridge
to keep fit. (not exclusively for 12-20 age range)

HBCA, HRTC, CC
Calder High School

Young People’s meeting
room with youth groups

A space to provide a safe, clean indoor area for
young people to use socialising, learning new skills,
hobbies and sports also a tool to combat youth antisocial behaviour.

HBCA, HRTC, CC
West Yorkshire Police

5-a-side pitch

Encourage team games and fitness.

HBCA, HRTC, CC
Calder High School

Gym

A facility to encourage the young people of Hebden
Bridge to keep fit.
Facility to allow Calder High School to teach health,
sports and fitness courses.

HBCA
HRTC
CC
Calder High School

Renewable and Low Carbon Energy
This initiative for Hebden Bridge is partly based on the national “10:10” initiative which is committed to achieve a 10%
cut in carbon emissions in 2010. The programme is supported by the Calderdale Council. The focus our programme is
on the efficient energy use in the households.
The project involves a number of initiatives which are going to move the town into more energy efficient and
environmentally friendly environment.
They include:

Action

Reasons

Delivery Partners

Identifying and insulating the least
energy efficient houses

Cut down on energy waste

Calderdale Council, BREAM

Financial incentives for households
willing to install the renewable energy
systems (solar, roof wind turbines)

Increase the uptake of households cutting
energy waste

Calderdale Council, BREAM

Awareness campaign including setting
up an information centre with
involvement of the local schools

Increase awareness on all levels for future
generations

Calderdale Council, Calder
High School

Affordable housing
Facts:
RHebden Bridge one of the best performing cities in 2005
RThe average price of the house about 200.000
RThe first time buyers are disadvantaged
RLarge numbers of young people (but not only) kip on friends’ sofas, rent or still live with parents
Aim
To support the Hebden Bridge Community Self Build Housing Group which consists of the town
residents in need of affordable housing. It is brilliant initiative which can become first to make a use
of social housing grant funding after introduction of the Housing and Regeneration Act (2008).
Our plan is to bring this unofficial group to become more structured and effective. We are going to
employ full time project manager to deal with the programme. The decisions will remain a domain
of the Community members and the new officer will have clearly advisory role. This will help in
communicating with the Calderdale Council to identify the land for new developments of affordable
housing. Furthermore this will help in understanding the complex funding procedures and housing
policies in relation to affordable housing.
We identified three sites suitable for development of affordable housing on Hebden Bridge:

Western

Eastern

Northern

Implementation
Programme Stages
– Phase 1 (Short Term) – 2010-2015
R
R
R
R
R

Widening the Station Road
Creating the foot paths
The rail card scheme
Incentives for renewable energy solutions
Park redevelopment – paths and southern side

– Phase 2 (Medium Term) – 2010-2020
R
R
R
R
R
R

Developing the car parking
Supermarket
Park redevelopment – a café in place of the courts
Employing an affordable housing manager
Environmental awareness campaign in schools
Young People’s Centre – first phase

– Phase 3 (Long Term) – 2010-2025
R
R
R
R

Insulation of the houses
Park development – the water feature and children’s plat area
Development of affordable housing scheme
Young People’s Centre – second phase

Flood Gates
The location of our developments is at high risk of flooding. The Environment Agency considers that the land is under “significant “
chance of flooding. The risk of flooding is greater than 1.3% (1 in 75) (EA, website). The Flood Risk Assessments need to be
undertaken before the sites redevelopment.
We thought about it in our vision. This is why the flood gates and automatic barriers will be introduced to the sites which are adjacent to
the River Calder. The visual factors of the sites will decide the choice of the flood defences. It will try to be as less invasive to the
character of the place by keeping it as invisible as possible. This is why we will use the automatic barriers which will be kept hidden
unless the chance of flooding is high. The design of the automatic barriers will be consistent with the distinctive character of the place.
We are also aware that flood defences reduce but do not completely remove the likelihood of flooding and can be over topped or fail in
extreme weather conditions.

Source: Environment Agency data

Location Map

A day in the life of Skye
Skye woke to the sun pouring through the sky lights in her room in the self contained, sustainable commune her family share with
2 other families on the edge of Hebden Bridge. In the property boom after the 2010 crash her family moved from London looking
for a new life. The affordable housing scheme offered by Calderdale Council was perfect for Deidre and Reg (Now Micha and
Echo) to start their new age, sustainable life
.
It’s the first day of the summer holidays from school, Skye stretched leisurely until she remembered, with a start, she was meant
to be volunteering at the youth centre.
She threw on her cloths and bounded down the stairs, her eyes capturing the stunning views across the Calder valley from the
glass fronted house, designed to capture and store heat from the sun. As she grabbed a fair trade banana, bought from the local
food cooperative that only imports fair trade goods she noticed a note from her mum, Echo, “At the library using the computers to
talk to your brother. Can you pick some veg for dinner and pick up some tea leaves?”, Skye’s brother, Nico, is helping plan the
new affordable housing development on the moon.
Skye jumped on her push bike and cycled down to the Youth Centre, wanting to get a quick swim in before her turn in the drugs
advice drop in centre. She passes the indoor climbing wall where her father, Micha, is an instructor. After her hour talking to
younger members of Hebden Bridge with the local PCSO about the dangers of drugs Skye cycles to the sustainable supermarket,
passing vast fields of vegetables growing and free range animals grazing. Hebden Bridge has stopped importing anything the
farmers are capable of growing themselves in the valley.
She picks up the bits her Mum asked her to get and then goes to the library to see if her Mum is still there. She can’t find her but
logged on to her school intranet to pick up her revision materials for the summer holidays. She is doing a course on sustainable
agriculture and takes part in online lessons with other students learning to make the most of their environment in rural northern
France, the Scottish highlands and isolated southern Italy. She sends the information she needs to the home information hub
back at her house, downloads a book on crop rotation onto her electronic reader and pedals home along the canal which has
been partly rerouted to provide hydro electricity to Hebden Bridge.
She bumps into her commune sister, Moonshine, fishing in the canal with her mum, Petal. They go for a quick drink of
elderflower wine at the ‘hole in the wall’, where India’s partner meets them and give them a lift back in her electric powered car
to the commune where they prepare dinner for their extended family.
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